Primitive Boat-in and Hike-in Campsites at Lake Sonoma (Warm Springs Arm)
Eight out of the fifteen primitive campgrounds at Lake Sonoma lie along the seven-mile long Warm Springs arm of the lake. These eight
campgrounds are also accessible by trail for the enjoyment of our equestrians and hikers. Please note that Bummer Peak is a trail camp only –
Bummer Peak does not have boat access. Campers should employ caution around campgrounds, as much of Lake Sonoma’s terrain is steep.
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Primitive Boat-in and Hike-in Campsites at Lake Sonoma (Dry Creek Arm)
Lake Sonoma’s Dry Creek arm extends twelve miles and has seven campgrounds accessible by boat only. The terrain is steep and hazardous,
so campers should exercise caution around campgrounds and when exiting your boat. The Yorty Creek day use area is also located on this arm
and has a small boat ramp suitable for car top launching (NO TRAILERS). Campers who wish to park overnight at Yorty Creek should check
in a the visitor center for a parking pass. Failure to obtain a pass can result in a citation.
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The 10 sites here offer a combination of shade, gentle slope and a great beach. Located
in a “no wake” zone so boat noise is minimal. Sites 4 & 5 are close together sites. Sites
7-10 are about 100 feet from shore.

